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Abstract

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PKPD) modelling is used to describe and quantify dose–concentration–effect relationships. Within paediatric studies in infectious diseases and immunology these methods are often applied to developing guidance on appropriate dosing. In this paper, an introduction to the field of PKPD modelling is given, followed by a review of the PKPD studies that have been undertaken in paediatric infectious diseases and immunology. The main focus is on identifying the methodological approaches used to define the PKPD relationship in these studies. The major findings were that most studies of infectious diseases have developed a PK model and then used simulations to define a dose recommendation based on a predefined PD target, which may have been defined in adults or in vitro. For immunological studies much of the modelling has focused on either PK or PD, and since multiple drugs are usually used, delineating the relative contributions of each is challenging. The use of dynamical modelling of in vitro antibacterial studies, and paediatric HIV mechanistic PD models linked with the PK of all drugs, are emerging methods that should enhance PKPD-based recommendations in the future.
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1. Introduction

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PKPD) modelling seeks to quantify the dose–concentration–effect relationship with a mathematical model. It can be used in both pre-clinical and clinical study designs. The statistical aspect to PKPD modelling seeks to quantify variability in the data, and following suitable evaluation, simulate the predicted behaviour of the system. This so-called pharmacometric approach is increasingly recognised as being an important supplement to randomised control trial (RCT) data [1], particularly in patient groups where recruitment to RCTs is problematic, such as in children and neonates.

During model development, when fitting a PKPD model to data from in vitro and/or in vivo sources, there will always be some element of ‘noise’ whereby the model does not fit the exact data points, since by definition a mathematical model is a simplification of reality. The mathematical PKPD model is therefore extended to include a statistical component which models this noise; typically the central tendency of the noise is assumed to have a mean of zero (so that model predictions go through the middle of the data) and the noise magnitude (its variance) is estimated. Typical uses of a PKPD model are to make inferences on whether and to what extent a drug’s dose and concentrations are associated with markers of disease or disease resolution.

One difficulty in properly conducting clinical PKPD studies is the fact that the experimental units (patients) are not homogenous. For this reason, care is needed when modelling data from more than one subject, because it is known a priori that individuals differ from one another; this is true for both PK and PD outcomes. Indeed, fitting a single model to all data (the naive pooled or data averaging approach), and to a lesser extent fitting the model to each individual and then averaging parameter estimates (two-stage approach) are methods known to bias parameter estimates [2]. Fortunately, over the past 30 years clinical pharmacology has been at the forefront of implementing the so-called ‘population approach’ using the statistical method known as non-linear mixed effects (NLME) modelling. By fitting a single model to all individuals simultaneously, whilst allowing for two levels of random effects (noise), estimates can be made of both the model parameter typical values and their inter-individual variability, in addition to the residual variability. By splitting the variability in this way, and so allowing model parameters to take different values in each individual, unbiased estimates can be obtained. A further benefit is that by taking this population-level approach, individual subjects can contribute differing amounts of data, making opportunistic sampling designs a possibility. An introduction to the field of population PKPD modelling is described elsewhere [2–7].

For the majority of antimicrobial agents there tends to be some published PK which, although may not cover all paediatric age groups, is usually sufficient to predict paediatric PK across ages using knowledge of developmental differences [8]. Knowledge of PK alone is, however, insufficient to define a dose recommendation. In order to develop guidance on dosing, the dose-concentration-effect relationship needs to be understood and this means going beyond PK, to make extrapolations as to how these concentrations link with effect (PD). There are two main approaches that make the link from PK to PD in infectious diseases research. The most common approach uses simulations from the PK model to determine a dose which yields a pre-defined endpoint, which is thought to translate to the desired effect. Such endpoints are often derived from in vitro concentration-effect experiments [9], although in vivo animal PKPD outcomes or previous clinical PKPD studies can be used [10]. A major disadvantage of this approach is that assumptions have to be made about factors such as the circulating drug concentration being proportional to that at the site of pathogen load, or the transferability of outcomes between different studies. The second, and more challenging approach, is to collect and model both PK and PD information in the same patient, thereby eliminating the need for extrapolations. Whilst the data generated from this approach could be considered gold standard, the difficulty lies in defining a suitable PD endpoint, recruiting patients to such studies (e.g. many neonates treated with antimicrobials do not have proven infection) and obtaining stable estimates of a joint PKPD model. This review is focused on summarising the PKPD information available in paediatric infectious diseases and immunology, the modelling approaches taken, and identifying potential avenues for future PKPD research. The PubMed database search terms included the generic drug names and classes of antimicrobials, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, paediatric/pediatric and neonatal, and disease states where relevant: titles and abstracts of papers available in English were reviewed, and selected for inclusion if they contained relevant or new information.

2. Infectious diseases

2.1. Bacterial infections

The PKPD indices of most antibacterial agents have been defined from both in vitro and animal and human in vivo studies. A summary of these is given in Table 1. Typically a breakpoint for susceptibility will be set based on the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the antibiotic, that is to say the minimal concentration required to inhibit growth in strains considered sensitive. This breakpoint is then compared to either circulating maximum (Cmax) concentrations, area under the curve (AUC), or circulating time above MIC (T>MIC) depending on the antibacterial mode of action.

2.1.1. Beta-lactam antibiotics

The beta-lactam agents act principally by causing irreversible inhibition of bacterial cell wall synthesis, achieved by covalent binding to penicillin-binding proteins [11,12]. Beta-lactams are renally cleared, and have a wide therapeutic index [13]. On the basis of in vitro and in vivo data, the pharmacodynamic target for beta-lactam therapy is the fraction of time per dosing interval that the free drug concentration exceeds the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the organism (denoted by %T>MIC) [14]. This is thought to be due to the fact that the penicillin binding protein requires near saturation before cytotoxicity occurs, implying that the minimum concentration required for effect is close to the maximum possible effect. The standard therapeutic goal for penicillins is %T>MIC of 30–40% which has generally been derived from observing that this value leads to decrease in bacterial load either...
2.1.1. Penicillins. Neonatal studies on benzylpenicillin (penicillin G) [17], intravenous flucloxacillin [18], intravenous amoxicillin [19,20] and piperacillin/tazobactam [21] have been conducted, each of which involved estimating the parameters of a population PK model and using them to simulate dosing regimens that attain in vitro-derived circulating %T·MIC values. Another approach to defining dose regimens can be seen with the example of ticarcillin/clavulanate in paediatric cystic fibrosis (CF) patients who received high-dose intermittent ticarcillin-clavulanate (above the maximum dose approved by the FDA (United States Food and Drug Administration)) [22]. The authors had PK data and obtained PK parameter estimates for intravenous ticarcillin in children and adults with CF from the literature [23], which were used to simulate serum free drug concentrations.

No paediatric penicillin study was found which used microbiological or clinical PD outcomes observed in the patients undergoing PK sampling, and so it would appear that dosing guidelines for these agents are exclusively based on simulations or even simple extrapolations to reach PD targets derived in adult and in vitro studies. The use of different PD targets and breakpoints between studies is notable; importantly, some breakpoints have since changed (such as the piperacillin breakpoint for Pseudomonas) [24,25], and will be expected to increase further as increasing antimicrobial resistance is encountered.

2.1.1.2. Cephalosporins. A PK study on cefuroxime was undertaken in 15 paediatric cardiovascular surgery patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass who received prophylaxis against surgical site infection [26]. Simulations were used to compare two dosing regimens; single and double dose. Both regimens were found to result in a free drug concentration exceeding the MIC value for staphylococcal species of 8 μg/mL (taken from the literature) for the whole dosing interval, so therefore there was no benefit in a second dose.

Ceftriaxone was studied using published serum concentrations of ceftriaxone from 78 Japanese paediatric patients from 8 previous studies; simulation was then used to assess %T·MIC in different dosing regimens [27]. The PD target of %T·MIC used MICs for several pathogens taken from the literature and the analysis suggested that a once daily dosing regimen of 20 mg/kg was appropriate in most cases.

To evaluate the PK of cefotaxime and its active metabolite, desacetylcefotaxime (DACT), were estimated in a study of 37 neonates on extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) [28]. It is known that ECMO may alter drug disposition in various ways, for example by increasing the apparent volume of distribution, or by reducing drug clearance [29]. In the neonatal cefotaxime study the PD target was set at >50% T·MIC, and using MIC values from the literature for pathogens that may cause neonatal meningitis, with consideration of drug protein binding, simulated concentration-time curves were constructed for each individual.

As with the penicillins, a heavy reliance on linking circulating in vitro derived breakpoints has been used to define cephalosporin dose recommendations.

2.1.1.3. Carbapenems. There have been several population PK studies of meropenem involving neonates, infants and/or children [30–37]. A population PK study was conducted in 37 infants following a single dose of meropenem (10 or 20 mg/kg) [30]. Simulation was then used to evaluate the PD target attainment of %T·MIC ≥ 60%, using MIC distributions for relevant common pathogens. In another study, neonates were randomly allocated to receive a single intravenous dose of 10, 20, or 40 mg/kg [33]. Simulation was used to estimate probability of target attainment with different doses, infusion durations and dose intervals, using MIC values from the literature. The final neonatal study investigated the impact of short versus long infusion duration of meropenem in 19 very-low-birth-weight neonates [35]. While shorter infusions gave a higher Cmax, the %T·MIC was higher with prolonged infusions.

Meropenem plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) PK were investigated in a study of 188 infants with suspected/in complicated intra-abdominal infections using sparse sampling [37]. The PD targets were >4 μg/mL for 50% of the dose interval and >2 μg/mL for 75% of the dose interval, chosen due to the reduced immunocompetence of neonates. CSF was obtained from 6 participants, but the reported 70% penetration of meropenem into the CSF was erroneous since CSF:plasma ratio was calculated rather than AUCCSF:AUCplasma [37]. Two further studies in children developed a population PK model and then used simulation to recommend an optimal infusing length [34] or absolute dose [32] for infections with common bacteria without further specifying an indication.

The only meropenem study to link PK with PD in the recruited patients used data from 99 individuals to develop a population PK model [31]. The validated model was used for simulation to predict meropenem plasma concentrations in 37 paediatric meningitis patients, following 40 mg/kg meropenem, with MICs of the causative bacteria known. The causative pathogens were eradicated in all cases, so no break points were identified.

A paediatric population PK imipenem meta-analysis in NONMEM has recently been undertaken using pooled individual patient data from 15 previous studies [38]. The dataset included PK samples from 60 neonates and 39 children. The PD target was 40% T·MIC, using MIC distributions from the literature for 5 common pathogens. Simulations were conducted to assess the probability of target attainment with different doses and infusion lengths. In summary the population PK of the carbapenems have been comprehensively studied in children, with dose recommendations largely being derived by simulation to attain an in vitro derived target.

2.1.2. Aminoglycosides

Aminoglycosides exhibit antibacterial activity by binding to the ribosome and interrupting protein synthesis. This intra-cellular mode of action is the reason for the observed post-antibiotic effect, whereby
bacterial death continues to occur after aminoglycoside concentrations have fallen to low levels. Furthermore, many pathogens exhibit aminoglycoside adaptive resistance whereby the transporters responsible for internalising the drug are transiently down-regulated [39,40]. Thus the PD target for aminoglycosides is high peak relative to the MIC (to penetrate the bacteria) and low trough (to provide a drug-free period and minimise adaptive resistance and toxicity), and this strategy has been shown to correlate with clinical response in adults (Fig. 1) [10].

Several population PK studies have been conducted on gentamicin in children of different ages, with dose recommendations usually being made using simulation [41–46]. A recent paper by Mohamed et al. has sought to use in vitro data to more fully investigate gentamicin PD by developing a semi-mechanistic PKPD model [47]. In vitro experiments using E. coli (with MIC of 2 mg/L) were performed in order to define the time-kill curve. In order to characterise a model that would take into account the development of adaptive resistance, two compartments were defined: one for drug-susceptible, growing bacteria, and the other for insusceptible, resting bacteria. They found that when describing the killing effect of gentamicin, a saturable logistic equation model was significantly better than a linear model. Adaptive resistance was incorporated in the model by using a binding function. When gentamicin was present and thus adaptive resistance could develop, the binding function reduced E\text{max} and resulted in lower killing rates. It was also found that the half-life of the development of adaptive resistance is concentration-dependent, and it takes longer to develop at lower drug concentrations. In this study the rate of returning to susceptibility was fixed (to 50 h, the lowest value that did not reduce the fit of the model) due to uninformative data. The estimated maximal killing rate of 51/h confirmed the fast bactericidal effect of gentamicin. It was also found that even though the dosing regimen 4 mg/kg every 24 h produces lower peaks in preterm neonates, the bactericidal effect may be sufficient. By linking dynamic in vitro experiments with rigorous clinical PK data, this study may point to a better way of incorporating PD data when making dosing recommendations in situations where clinical PD data are difficult to obtain.

Amikacin PK has also been extensively studied in children [48–50], and one of these by Sherwin et al. did attempt to incorporate clinical PD endpoints [51]. This retrospective study included 80 neonates, 26 of whom had 35 concomitant septic episodes between them. A population PK model was developed and the PD was a logistic regression approach with a dichotomous outcome i.e. success/failure of the treatment. It was found that therapeutic failure depends only on amikacin peak concentration/MIC ratio.

Tobramycin is frequently used for treatment of pulmonary infections in CF, as it is highly effective against Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Several PK studies have been published in children without attempting to model PKPD relationships within the included patients [52–55]. One study looked at all the aminoglycosides in 45 HIV-infected children and reported whether peak concentrations reached a target level for the given dosage regime [56].

Overall the aminoglycosides have been the focus of numerous PK studies, which is probably the result of them being the subject of therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) due to a narrow therapeutic index. PD modelling has focussed on efficacy and some particularly interesting work on integrating dynamic in vitro data has been done [47], but no studies that we found investigated the PKPD relationship with the development of nephrotoxicity (except some animal studies [57] and reviews [58] that linked aminoglycoside dose with nephrotoxicity); this may become increasingly important to understand, as the pressure to increase doses to meet rising pathogen MICs continues.

### 2.1.3. Glycopeptides

Glycopeptides bind to alanine during bacterial cell wall synthesis thus interrupting this process by preventing the membranes cross-linking. The dynamics of this effect are time dependent and the relationship between dose and effect is best characterised by AUC:MIC ratio [59]. Several studies have investigated the PK of vancomycin (mainly in neonates and infants) [60–64] and also teicoplanin [65–67]. However, the PD link in these studies has been through simulations to achieve target concentrations rather than looking at the PD in the included subjects.

### 2.1.4. Quinolones

Quinolone antibiotics inhibit DNA gyrase and, in common with the aminoglycosides, this would suggest that peak:MIC ratio would be the key PD endpoint. During the development of levofloxacin, which remains a gold standard against which other clinical antimicrobial studies ought to be measured, the peak:MIC ratio at the site of infection was shown to correlate with clinical response in adults [68]. The use of quinolones in children has been limited due to fears of the potential to cause cartilage damage, as demonstrated in a study where Beagle dogs developed arthropathy after ciprofloxacin administration [69].

Despite this, quinolones are increasingly used in children, and population PK studies of ciprofloxacin have been published [70–72]. No linked PKPD studies have yet been performed in paediatric patients to reflect the seminal adult papers by Ambrose et al. [73] and Forrest et al. [74], which supported the use of AUC/MIC ratio as the most clinically relevant PD target. However, further PKPD studies will be required to verify which PKPD index is most suitable for targeting quinolone therapy in children.

### 2.1.5. Macrolides

One population-PK study involving macrolides has been conducted, focusing on the PK of single-dose azithromycin in 12 preterm neonates at risk of Ureaplasma colonisation [75]. The pharmacodynamic target was to maintain azithromycin plasma concentrations above the MIC<sub>50</sub> (1 μg/mL); this value was obtained from Ureaplasma isolates from 25 neonates at the local institution. A single dose (10 mg/kg/day) or multiple doses of this amount was simulated to achieve this target.

### 2.1.6. Other antibacterial agents

Metronidazole is used to treat anaerobic infections and has an intracellular mechanism of action. Recently there have been studies looking at the population PK of metronidazole in neonates, and dose recommendations have been made based on checking whether the predefined PD targets (steady-state plasma concentration of metronidazole>MIC of anaerobic microorganism) were met [76–78], and whether there were any anaerobic infections present or not [76]. A lack of clarity on optimal metronidazole PKPD endpoints means that there is a need to obtain further clinical dose-response data in children.

Linezolid is a synthetic antibiotic of the oxazolidinone class, effective against Gram-negative microorganisms. The PD target for linezolid is a maximised ratio of AUC:MIC [191]. To our knowledge there are no
published population PK studies of linezolid in children, only a non-compartmental PK analysis [79].

2.2. Fungal infections

2.2.1. Azoles

The azole antifungals inhibit ergosterol synthesis in the fungal cell wall. Clinical data on resolution of Candida infection with measured MIC values regressed against typical exposures for dose showed AUC: MIC ratio to predict effect in adults [80]. Azole antifungals appear to display post antimicrobial effects whereby cytotoxic effects continue even once concentrations have fallen below the MIC [81].

The dose recommendations of fluconazole in neonates are based on preliminary PK studies that suggested a dose of 6 mg/kg daily results in serum concentrations that were above the MIC of Candida parapsilosis 72 h post dose [82]. Clearance of fluconazole rises with gestational age, approximately doubling in the first 4 weeks of life, meaning prolonged dosing intervals (i.e. 48–72 h) are often used in clinical practice [83,84]. In the treatment of invasive candidiasis, a higher neonatal dosage of 12 mg/kg daily in neonates <29 weeks gestation results in a median AUC of ~700 mg h/L (which approach drug exposures required for successful treatment in animals studies) [85]. Loading doses enable AUC:MIC targets to be achieved rapidly [86]. TDM for fluconazole is not generally performed, but assays are available and some have argued it may be beneficial particularly in the neonatal population [87]. No linked PKPD or modelling studies have been carried out to inform fluconazole dosing in infants and older children. The pharmacokinetics appear linear, with a dosage of 8 mg/kg daily producing an AUC of ~200 mg/L h, which is comparable to an average adult receiving a dose of 200 mg daily [88]. Higher exposures are usually required for the treatment of disseminated candidiasis in adults, suggesting that 8 mg/kg may be inadequate in children, especially against organisms with reduced susceptibility.

Itraconazole is available in a capsular form, a cyclodextrin-based oral solution, and an intravenous preparation (not widely available in the U.S. or Europe). Doses of 2.5–5.0 mg/kg daily have been used with apparent efficacy [89–92]; however, there are no PKPD studies available to guide dosing. Limited data suggest the PK of itraconazole are non-linear and highly variable, and that weight-based dosing leads to sub-therapeutic dosing in smaller children [93,94]. When itraconazole is used, TDM is generally advocated with a target trough levels of > 0.5 mg/L (using HPLC) and 5–17 mg/L (using bioassay) are extrapolated from studies in adults [95–97].

Voriconazole is, at present, infrequently used in neonates, its main use being in the treatment of invasive aspergillosis and in fluconazole-resistant candidiasis [98–100]. Extreme variability in serum concentrations is apparent, with no clear relationship between drug exposure and weight-based dosages [99]. Voriconazole PK in older children and adults is characterised by significant variability in concentration–time profiles and non-linear clearance [101]. Population PK models fitted to paediatric datasets have been used to define regimens for intravenous voriconazole that produce drug exposures comparable with those seen in adults [102]. Population PK analyses have consistently identified considerable PK variability in children, usually making dosage recommendations based on simulation to achieve adult exposures, and providing the basis for TDM [103–107]. A trough concentration target of 1–5 mg/L is used in adults receiving voriconazole [108]. In children, trough plasma concentrations <1 mg/L are associated with higher probability of death and extrapolation of the adult upper boundary of 5 mg/L to paediatric populations is disputed given the lack of hepatotoxicity seen in children [103,106]. One population PK model has attempted to provide TDM guidance by showing that an increase in dose of 1 mg/kg results in an increase in the median trough concentrations by 0.5 mg/L [106].

Posaconazole is only currently available as an oral suspension, and is only licenced for use in children over twelve years. No studies were found that examine posaconazole PK linked with PD in children. Twelve children aged 8–17 years receiving posaconazole 800 mg daily in divided doses had mean serum concentrations and clinical outcomes comparable with adults [109]. Further studies are required to define appropriate regimens for posaconazole use in children.

2.2.2. Echinocandins

Echinocandins inhibit fungal cell wall synthesis and have activity against Candida and Aspergillus species. This concentration-dependent effect has translated into the PKPD target being circulating $C_{\text{max}}/$MIC ratio or tissue AUC:MIC ratio which have been defined in animal models [110]. Echinocandins display an apparent post-antimicrobial effect, which is probably due to tissue accumulation of the drug resulting in antifungal activity after plasma concentrations have fallen [110].

The pharmacokinetics of caspofungin have been described in 18 neonates and mean peak and trough concentrations were compared to adults receiving 50 mg, although clinical efficacy was not described [111]. In 39 neutropenic children receiving antifungal prophylaxis, daily doses of 1 mg/kg daily resulted in significantly lower drug exposures than those observed in adults receiving a standard 50 mg daily. Surface area-adjusted dosing (70 mg/m² loading followed by 50 mg/m² maintenance) resulted in drug exposures more comparable with adults [112,113]. No linked PKPD modelling studies were found for caspofungin.

Micafungin has been studied in a dose-ranging study on neonates using population PK modelling; this study identified an optimal dose of 10 mg/kg daily, which resulted in AUCs approaching near maximal clearance of the fungal burden within the CNS (an important target tissue compartment in this age) [114]. Population PK modelling of micafungin in older children showed doses of 2 mg/kg achieve comparable exposure with adults [115,116].

There are few data for PKPD of anidulafungin in neonates and children. The drug has a unique mechanism of clearance, whereby the parent compound undergoes spontaneous non-enzymatic hydrolysis. In neutropenic children aged 2–17 years dosages of 0.75 and 1.5 mg/kg daily resulted in drug exposures that are comparable with adults receiving 50 and 100 mg daily, respectively [117,118].

2.2.3. Polyene antifungotics

Amphotericin B is the only systemically available polyene, which binds to ergosterol causing membrane depolarisation and giving a broad spectrum of activity against the majority of pathogenic yeasts and moulds. Solubilisation of amphotericin B for parenteral administration was initially achieved using the bile salt deoxycholate (amphotericin B deoxycholate) and subsequently by incorporation into various lipid formulations (e.g. amphotericin B lipid complex and liposomal amphotericin B). The PKPD profiles of each of these formulations are distinct and remain relatively poorly understood, particularly in children. The pharmacokinetics of amphotericin B deoxycholate are highly variable in neonates, and this may lead to treatment failure or toxicity. Amphotericin B doses of 0.25–1 mg/kg administered daily to infants results in lower serum concentrations compared with larger children and adults [119,120]. Thirteen premature neonates treated for invasive C. albicans infection with this dosing range had peak unbound drug concentrations below reported MIC values in 25% of cases, resulting in death attributed to fungal sepsis in two cases. Correlations between clinical outcomes, serum levels and pre-defined MIC targets have not, however, been studied in larger cohorts of neonates or children [121].

The various lipid formulations of amphotericin B are increasingly used in place of amphotericin B deoxycholate, predominantly because of their more favourable toxicity profiles. Liposomal amphotericin B and amphotericin B lipid complex (ABLC) are the most commonly used compounds in the U.S. and Europe. Despite extensive information on clinical usage and safety, the PK of these compounds are poorly understood in neonates and children. PK modelling of data describing 28
neonates suggested that 2.5 to 5 mg/kg is safe and effective in the treatment of invasive candidiasis [122]. Population PK modelling of liposomal amphotericin B has been used to describe data from 39 children with haematological malignancy. These analyses suggest that doses of 4 and 7.5 mg/kg daily achieve drug exposures that exceed target MIC values for Candida and Aspergillus species, respectively. Children <10 kg probably required higher doses, although these have not been defined [123]. Pharmacokinetic studies that enable equivalence of drug exposure with these formulations to be established are urgently required.

2.3. Viral infections

Whilst bacteria in particular present potential drug targets that are usually quite distinct from host substrates, viral replication relies on the sequestration of host cell machinery, and all infections have an intra-cellular component, which both make developing effective antiviral therapies more difficult. Due to this, antivirals tend to have a narrower therapeutic index than antibacterials, which provides a compelling case for using PKPD modelling to optimise dosing. Antiviral agents generally utilise the following mechanisms: interrupting viral nucleic acid replication, inhibiting attachment to host cells and viral entry, or blocking viral un-coating once in the cell. A comprehensive review of antiviral (and antiretroviral) pharmacology and PK available for children is given by Kimberlin [124].

2.3.1. Nucleoside and nucleotide analogues

Aciclovir is a pyrimidine nucleoside which is selectively phosphorylated by viral thymidine kinase; subsequently, the active aciclovir triphosphate preferentially inhibits viral DNA polymerase. Due to its low oral bioavailability, a prodrug of aciclovir called valaciclovir has been developed. Valaciclovir undergoes conversion to aciclovir during metabolism, thus enhancing bioavailability.

The PK of aciclovir have been extensively studied in children, and in many cases an attempt to link circulating concentrations, either measured or predicted from a model, has been made. In one of the earliest published PK studies, dose escalation of intravenous aciclovir (5, 10 and 15 mg/kg) was performed in neonates infected with herpes virus, and measured PK was compared against in vitro IC50 values [125]. A more sophisticated approach was taken by Sullender et al. [126], who used simulation (without accounting for uncertainty) from a model built to describe the PK of an oral aciclovir suspension to show that intravenous dosing would be required to achieve target IC50 values although full details on the in vitro methods and PD endpoints are lacking in these studies. Three further studies reported PK metrics [127–129] and linked them to a measure of clinical outcomes (e.g. clinical response: yes/no [127]) in the included patients, but did not then go on to attempt to model this relationship.

The first population PK study to implement an NLME approach was published by Tod et al. in 2001 [130]. This large study in 102 neonates and infants developed dosing guidelines based on achieving time greater than in vitro IC50 values by simulating from the PK model. More recent population PK modelling has looked at bioavailability differences between aciclovir and valaciclovir in children, although no model for both PK and PD has been presented [146–149]. Finally, in this group of agents, the nucleotide analogue cidofovir is used in children for indications such as aciclovir-resistant CMV, but again no linked PKPD studies have been published in this population.

2.3.2. Interferons

Interferons induce the production of a family of proteins that inhibit viral protein synthesis, cause viral RNA deactivation, and can enhance phagocytosis, therefore providing broad non-specific antiviral effects. Interferon-alpha is commonly used in combination with oral ribavirin for the treatment of hepatitis C virus (HCV). One PKPD study investigated the combination of interferon-alpha and ribavirin in children with chronic HCV infection [150]. This study measured detailed PD outcomes including quantitative PCR for viral loads, but did not model their time course. There is increasing interest in fitting data of this type to mechanistic PD models, which can then be used to extrapolate the combination of dose and course length required to suppress or cure the infection.

2.3.3. Neuraminidase inhibitors

The neuraminidase inhibitors are used to counter influenza A and B through blockage of viral entry into host cells, as well as inhibiting the release of new virions [151]. A detailed review of oseltamivir PKPD data in children found that dosing guidelines were mainly based on extrapolations of circulating PK to in vitro inhibitory concentrations [152], although recent data on PK and influenza viral loads, and the development of resistance, may in the future yield a PKPD model [153]. No PKPD studies for zanamivir or laninamivir were found, but a large study including 117 children receiving peramivir did not find a link between AUC or Cmax versus markers of infection resolution, although this was not done with a joint PKPD approach [154].

3. Immunology

3.1. PKPD modelling in HIV infection

The PK of most commonly used antiretrovirals have been studied individually in children. How best to link these PK data with important PD markers is only gradually becoming clear, as combination therapy
means that knowledge of single drug PK does not give the whole picture. Antiretroviral therapy (ART) has two important PD effects. Firstly, by interrupting the viral life cycle, it suppresses the viral load to levels undetectable by most assays. Secondly, this reduction in the viral burden allows patients’ own homeostatic mechanisms to replenish the CD4 T-cell pool. Both effects are important aims of therapy. A number of models have been proposed for both processes, and for joint descriptions of viral and T-cell responses, although most have only been applied to adult data, and very few have also incorporated drug PK.

3.1.1. Modelling viral dynamics in children

Various approaches have been taken to quantifying and modelling viral suppression in HIV-infected children on ART. The simplest pharmacodynamic studies assess correlations between measures of drug exposure (AUC, peak or trough plasma concentration) and viral suppression (typically time to undetectable viral load, or reduction in viral load by a specified time point). Studies of this kind were comprehensively reviewed in 2011 by Neely and Rakharminina [155].

More advanced mechanistic models of the virological activity of ART predict a biphasic decay in viral load [156], and models of this kind have been successfully fitted in a mixed-effects framework to data from infants (<2 years) starting ART [157]. This study showed no significant difference between the rates of viral eradication in different age groups, but did find faster decay in the viral load (in both phases) where children had received a higher dose of ritonavir, the antiretroviral in question.

3.1.2. Modelling T-cell dynamics in HIV-infected children

In some studies, investigators have ignored the role of viral suppression altogether, focusing instead on T-cell reconstitution. A simple exponential model has been employed in a mixed-effects statistical framework to describe recovery of CD4+ in HIV-infected children starting ART, and to identify explanatory factors, which included mean viral load on ART and age at ART initiation [158]. The same function was applied to CD4-for-age in European and Brazilian children to construct predictive models of long-term CD4 counts, given characteristics measurable at ART initiation (again including age and viral load) [159]. Models of this type have great potential for informing guidelines for ART initiation and individual patient management, as these children increasingly survive into adulthood and long-term immunological health becomes a more pressing question. Finally, the same simple exponential model was also used to demonstrate contrasts between recovery in children and in adults, which are likely to be due to the importance of the thymus and the naïve T-cell pool to children’s T-cell dynamics [160].

3.1.3. Joint modelling of viral and T-cell dynamics

A number of joint models of viral and T-cell dynamics in HIV have been developed and applied in a mixed-effects framework, many of which use adult data. While adult models provide an important starting point, epidemiological evidence suggests that both virological and immunological responses to HIV infection and ART are different in adults and children [161]. In the simplest joint models, CD4 count and viral load following ART initiation are described using piecewise linear mixed-effects models, allowing correlation between random effects in the intercepts and slopes of the viral and CD4 responses with time on ART [162]. While not a pharmacodynamic model in the conventional sense, this approach explores and describes the response to ART in an empirical way while acknowledging the existence of a biological relationship. In adults, the model identified predictors of virological and immunological responses to ART, and also showed that a greater decrease in viral load was associated with better immunological response. Most joint models of CD4 count and viral load used for population pharmacodynamic studies have been extensions of the model proposed by Perelson et al. [156]. The original model described four compartments: for non-infected and infected T-cells and infectious and non-infectious virus (Fig. 2). This model has been used for parameter estimation, with population data from adults recently infected with HIV or starting ART [163,164]. One extension of the same model included a compartment for quiescent cells not liable to viral infection [165], while another modelled a compartment of latently-infected cells which, though infected, do not produce further virus [166].

The major strength of the Perelson-type models as a basis for population-based statistical models is that they propose a realistic mechanistic basis for changing viral loads and CD4 counts, such that their parameter values quantify meaningful biological quantities including, importantly, drug effect. However, it is usually impossible to estimate all of a model’s parameters and some must be fixed at values estimated by other methods. Extensive and complete analysis of the sensitivity of results to these assumed values is not always carried out or fully reported, and inference methods do not usually quantify and describe parameter collinearities or uncertainty in model structure. This is probably because the most obvious tools for doing so are Bayesian methods, which are often prohibitively computationally expensive. Another criticism is that while this class of models impressively reproduce dynamics in states of change— for example, immediately following HIV infection or ART initiation—they fail to explain the slow decline in CD4 count over several years, which is characteristic of chronic HIV infection. Thus, while they are good representations and helpful descriptions of dynamic states, they are not able to shed light on the effects of HIV on healthy T-cell homeostasis— effects which may be responsible for important phenomena such as incomplete T-cell reconstitution even on long-term ART [167].

3.1.4. PKPD models of HIV infection

Most modelling studies which incorporate a drug effect on HIV and/or CD4 dynamics do so using a single parameter which is “switched on” for the period over which the drug is assumed to be effective [165,166]. Models incorporating pharmacokinetics are less common, and limited mainly to theoretical rather than data-based studies [168,169]. Nevertheless, these models could prove very helpful in understanding the effects of poor adherence which can be a particular issue in children because of intolerability and social considerations.

Another interesting avenue for investigation might be the incorporation of PK models into mechanistic models of other drug effects in HIV.

---

Fig. 2. Model for HIV-T-cell dynamics model proposed by Perelson et al. [156]. The numbers of uninfected CD4+ T-cells were assumed to remain constant throughout (grey box). Outlined boxes indicate quantities modelled by differential equations; solid arrows represent first-order rate constants, and the dashed arrow indicates the effect of viral load on the infection rate. Before ART, all new virions produced are infectious. T-cells are infected at a rate proportional to the number of infectious virions, kVI, die at rate δ and produce new virus at rate N (i.e. N new virions per cell death). Virus is cleared at rate c. On ART, all newly produced virions are non-infectious. As infectious virus is cleared the T-cell infection rate decreases, numbers of infected T-cells fall and fewer new HIV particles are produced. The reducing viral production rate combines with constant clearance to give a falling viral load. Joint models of viral and T-cell dynamics have usually allowed for T-cell reconstitution by adding a differential equation for uninfected cells, T, with a constant zero-order input representing T-cell production [164,166].
In one example of such a study, modelling was used to quantify effects of IL-7 therapy on CD4 T-cell survival and proliferation in HIV [170]. Another example is evidence that the integrase inhibitor raltegravir increases production of naïve T-cells, possibly via an effect on thymic activity, and modelling might also prove a productive way to investigate this possibility further [171].

In summary, a number of separate and joint PD models of viral and CD4 T-cell dynamics on ART have been developed and applied to data. Some models have incorporated a drug effect, though usually as a simple modification of one of the parameters. There is still much scope for the development of these models by including realistic pharmacokinetics and this might produce important conclusions about the effects of planned or unplanned treatment interruptions. Recently, a joint PKPD model including mechanistic viral dynamics, CD4 count and the PK of each of three antiretrovirals was published on data from children aged 2 to 15 years using NLME [172]. The authors of this study were able to separate the relative effects of each drug and develop predictive models of virological failure based on individual estimates of drug inhibition scores. The use of this approach for secondary analysis of paediatric data already collected as part of routine care or clinical trials, could be valuable for elucidating differences between children and adults, understanding immunological development in HIV and explaining differences between individual children’s responses to HIV and ART [173, 174]. Models also have potential as clinical tools for predicting long-term effects of potential ART strategies and tuning drug doses [159, 175].

3.2. Haematopoietic stem cell transplant

3.2.1. Introduction

Haematopoietic stem cell transplants (HSCTs) are given as treatment for many immune system disorders. The stem cell source defines treatment classification, which can be either bone marrow transplants (BMTs), peripheral blood stem cell transplants (PBSCTs) or umbilical cord blood transplants (CBTs). A further layer of complexity is added by the donors also coming in many different categories (e.g. related/unrelated, matched/unchecked). Before an HSCT, a child will usually be given a conditioning regimen to reduce or ablate the host immune system in order to prevent graft rejection, decrease the incidence and severity of graft versus host disease (GvHD), and, in the case of leukaemia, prevent relapse. The conditioning can be radiotherapy, chemotherapy, anti-lymphocyte antibodies, or a mixture of these. This leaves the patient severely immunocompromised, and therefore vulnerable to opportunistic infections. Following HSCT, short-term complications and long-term successful outcomes are associated with the rate and extent of recovery in the child’s immune system. Understanding the dynamics of immune reconstitution both immediately after the HSCT and in the long term is therefore vitally important. Table 2 gives an overview of the mechanism of action and references to the PK for some drug therapies used in conditioning and post-transplant GvHD prophylaxis. Clearly, the multi-faceted management approach, which includes non-drug therapies, means that linked PKPD studies of immune reconstitution are difficult to interpret. In addition to PK studies on individual drugs, there is a parallel, almost separate literature on the PD of interest: immune reconstitution post-transplant. In this section these analyses are reviewed, together with consideration of how PKPD in HSCT could be linked in the future.

3.2.2. Assessing immune reconstitution

Studies to date have tended to use two methods to assess reconstitution: (1) the concentration of lymphocyte subsets at certain fixed time points after the HSCT; and (2) the time taken for lymphocyte subsets to reach fixed concentrations.

The first method is used to assess differences in the extent of reconstitution. One such study found that B cell reconstitution is faster after CBT than BMT [176]. Another found that reconstitution was faster with matched sibling donors rather than family mismatched or unrelated donors [177], whilst others found T-cell reconstitution at 6 months was significantly delayed in patients having autologous PBSCT compared with allogeneic BMT or PBSCT [178]. A study comparing reconstitution at 90 days found that unrelated CBTs had faster B-cell and Natural Killer (NK) cell reconstitution, but delayed T-cell reconstitution when compared to matched sibling BMTs and unrelated BMTs. They also found that patients with consistently higher CD4 T-cell counts had a better rate of survival [179]. A study on allogeneic HSCT patients found at one month that younger patients reconstituted CD8 T-cells more slowly, and that at one year measurable EBV in the blood had a negative impact on the reconstitution of CD3 T-cells [180]. A study assessing the effects of reduced intensity conditioning found that there is more extensive recovery of CD3 T-cells and NK cells by four months after HSCT compared with those given myeloablative conditioning, and that therefore reduced conditioning accelerates immune reconstitution [181].

This method is also used to find indicators for improved long-term survival, taking white blood cell counts above certain thresholds at certain time points. One study uses a CD4 count over 115 cells/μl at 20 days after HSCT [182], whilst another used a CD4 count of 86 cells/μl at 35 days [177]. A study in adults used an absolute lymphocyte count of 150 cells/μl at 30 days for better non-relapse mortality and improved survival [183]. A more sophisticated method involved forming an ellipsoid reference domain for the normal values of a combination of three lymphocyte subtypes, and classifying people into high- and low-risk groups. Those in the low-risk group had a higher chance of survival [184].

The second method is generally used to compare the rates of reconstitution. One study found unrelated CBT leads to faster B-cell reconstitution and slower CD8 T-cell reconstitution compared with unrelated BMT [185], while another that PBSCT led to faster reconstitution than BMT [186]. Work looking at the effects of the conditioning drug anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG) found that time to reach normal CD4 T-cell counts were almost doubled in those who received ATG, but that CD8 T-cells were unaffected [187]. The high dose ATG group were also more likely to experience life-threatening infections. Another investigation found that those who received a CBT dose high in CD45 had improved reconstitution [188]. Finally, one group found a negative correlation for CD4 T-cell reconstitution with age [185].

Some studies also use this method as an indicator for long-term survival. Research in allogeneic HSCT demonstrated that the rate of reconstitution of CD8 T-cells and the time to reach the 10th percentile of normal CD4 T-cell counts conditioned survival [189]; a separate analysis showed that those who reconstituted to above the 5th percentile of normal CD4 T-cell counts within a year were significantly more likely to survive than those who never did [186].

3.2.3. The role of modelling immune reconstitution following HSCT

Whilst the approaches discussed above have sought to answer specific questions relating to the rate or extent of immune reconstitution, mechanistic modelling in the statistical framework of NLME has the potential to do both. The heterogeneity in HSCTs means it is difficult to find any overarching phenomena in the reconstitution, and so mixed-effects modelling could provide more informative analyses. By taking into account the inter-individual variability, caused in part by different donor types, stem cells sources, and conditioning regimens, it is possible to find the fundamental determinants of the immune reconstitution. Mechanistic modelling uses equations that represent the underlying biology and thus give biologically relevant parameters, allowing a more meaningful covariate analysis.

CD4 T-cells can be used as an indicator for overall immune reconstitution. However, modelling CD4 T-cell reconstitution in children is challenging for three reasons: (1) CD4 T-cell reconstitution is slow (taking months to years), so the rapidly developing immune system, which results in variation of expected CD4 T-cell counts of as much as three-fold,
Table 2
A summary of the mechanisms of action of drugs used for conditioning and prophylaxis in HSCT patients, with references to paediatric PK studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug type</th>
<th>Mode of action</th>
<th>PK Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fludarabine</td>
<td>Purine analogue</td>
<td>Interferes with ribonucleotide reductase and DNA polymerase, preventing DNA synthesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophosphamide</td>
<td>Nitrogen mustard alkylating agent</td>
<td>Attaches alky group to guanine bases in DNA, thus inducing cell apoptosis. Attacks resting and dividing cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melphalan</td>
<td>Nitrogen mustard alkylating agent</td>
<td>Attaches alky group to guanine bases in DNA, thus inducing cell apoptosis. Attacks resting and dividing cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busulphan</td>
<td>Alkylating anti-neoplastic agent</td>
<td>Alkyltion causes adenine–guanine cross-links, causing cell apoptosis. Attacks resting and dividing cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treosulphan</td>
<td>Alkylating anti-neoplastic agent</td>
<td>Alkyltion causes adenine–guanine cross-links, causing cell apoptosis. Attacks resting and dividing cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alemtuzumab</td>
<td>Monoclonal antibody</td>
<td>Binds to CD54, a protein found on the surface of mature lymphocytes but not on haematopoietic stem cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-thymocyte globulin</td>
<td>Polyclonal antibody</td>
<td>Rabbit derived antibodies against human T-cells, formed by injecting human lymphatic cells into a rabbit and harvesting the antibodies produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophylaxis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporin</td>
<td>Immuno-suppressant</td>
<td>Lowers immune response and activity of T-cells. Binds to lymphocyte cyclophilin, and the resulting complex inhibits calcineurin, preventing transcription of IL-2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate</td>
<td>Antimetabolite</td>
<td>Inhibits metabolism of folic acid, thereby inhibiting purine base synthesis. Mainly inhibits rapidly proliferating cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycophenolate</td>
<td>Immuno-suppressant</td>
<td>Inhibits inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase, the enzyme controlling the rate of synthesis of guanine monophosphate in purine base synthesis in proliferating B- and T-cells.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

must be taken into account [190]. (2) There is a body of evidence suggesting that the thymus, where T cells are formed, has impaired function in the months after transplant [176,191–193]. (3) A model would need to include the effects of homeostatic mechanisms for T-cells such as competition for resources and space constraints and their effects on cell-proliferation and cell-death rates [194]. A mechanistic model for T-cells such as this could then form the PD element, which would be the basis for investigating whether, and to what extent, the PK of the drugs used in HSCT affect reconstitution.

4. Conclusions

PKPD modelling in paediatric infectious diseases and immunology is well-developed, in that PKPD methods have been applied in all therapeutic areas, albeit to varying degrees. In the case of antibacterial and antifungal agents in particular, most studies to date have used the method of collecting PK data and then deriving dosing recommendations based on pre-defined PD targets. The potential problems with this approach are two-fold: firstly one must assume that the pre-defined PD target is applicable to the patient group studied for PK; secondly, whilst an absolute dose may be defined, no study that we found used the PKPD model to recommend treatment duration. Recommending an absolute dose and duration requires the time-course of infection to be modelled as the PD element, and this is usually not feasible in clinical studies. More sophisticated in vitro systems which simulate multiple dose PK profiles as used in the neonatal gentamicin example [47], may direct the way to making recommendations for both dosing and duration of treatment. In immunology, the PD endpoints are more straightforward to measure in the target patient groups; HIV infection, which crosses the boundary of infectious diseases and immunology, is a prime example of how PD models can be developed. The integration of these mechanistic PD models with PK has begun in children [172], and applying such methods for studying immune reconstitution following HSCT and transplants indicate a potential approach towards optimising treatment in these patients.
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